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"This impressive reference function took ten years to write, and the waiting around was well worth it.
This beautifully designed publication contains more than 150 photos and illustrations. The Encyclopedia of
American Indian Costume offers total descriptions and cultural contexts of the gown and ornamentation
of the many nations that have shared this continent.Voted an Outstanding Academic Book simply by Choice
150 photographs and illustrations, who understood and were in tune with the changing vistas of the North
American continent. Practical, yet with an eye for beauty, these peoples clothed themselves in a huge array
of styles that'll be forgotten unless preserved."?Choice Slipping away from us nowadays of the
homogenization of culture will be the traditions of older societies, a few of them dating from 9000 B. The
reserve is split into ten cultural areas, with each chapter giving a synopsis of the regional clothes. Tribal
information includes men's and women's basic dress, shoes, outerwear, hair styles, headgear, components,
jewelry, armor, special outfits, garment decoration, face and body embellishment, and transitional outfit
after European contact. Nothing at all of the scope and magnitude upon this subject has been carried out
before.C.
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Good Info and history lessons! Add it to your artwork reverence library. Very great if you are looking to
have significantly more understanding of the peoples themselves. Five Stars Utilized as reference for my
Breyer Equine costumes Beautiful A beautifully illustrated publication with a plethora if info on Native
American dress. It is even more of a learning tool, not a study within their clothes. Ms. Paterek aims at
studying the cultures of the Native peoples over the land by telling us tribe to tribe, who these were, their
cultures, appearance, clothing, areas where they flourished and society. Highly recommend to anyone
thinking of making new regalia. very nice boo, excellent resource very nice boo , excellent resource. Three
Stars all pictures are dark and white . now then, if you are searching for a picture book, look someplace
else, there are a lot of those books out there. Five Stars Good resource Five Stars GREAT Nice reference
Book Great photos of different Native American regalia from additional references I think it is all
authentically portrayed. Not really what I expected
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